IMMEDIATE

NATURAL

BIO-ABSORBABLE

"SILHOUETTE ENHANCED
THE CONTOURS OF MY FACE
AND PUT A SMILE UPON IT"

Redefining your patient's
features without incision
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THE TRIANGLE OF YOUTH

From 25 to 40
Cheek bones are high
and well-defined
Jaw line is sharp
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Facial aging is a multifactor process that affects different layers
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FACIAL AGING PROCESS

Age : +55
Flattened cheeks, more
noticeable nasolabial folds
and sagging jaw line

BONE RESORPTION & REMODELING
Significant loss of facial bone with age (1)
Leads to biometric volume loss (2,1)
Noticeable changes in the other layers of overlying soft tissue and skin (3,4)

AGE
35

45

55

MUSCLE TONE & ATROPHY
Facial muscles become increasingly tensed and atrophied
This contributes to facial sagging and loss of skin tone
Fat pads displacement

FAT LOSS & REDISTRIBUTION
Fat pads loss and/or migration under muscular action leading to deep creases and contour defects (3,5)
Accumulation of fat in some areas (e.g. under the lower eyelid, jaw, mouth) leading to the impression
of permanent puffiness
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DERMAL AGING & COLLAGEN LOSS
As aging skin loses its structural proteins (collagen and elastin), it becomes looser and begins to sag, which contributes
to a tired and aged look.

Collagen Modifications with Aging
Decrease in the level of collagen
Changes in histological characteristics
(collagen fibers distribution)
Changes in ultrastructure
(collagen network disorganisation)
Fragmentation of fibrils,
fibroblasts can no longer bind

COLLAGEN IN YOUTHFUL SKIN
COLLAGEN
EPIDERMIS

Provides infrastructure
for elastin and hyaluronic
acid

ELASTIN

Helps the skin
retain its elasticity

DERMIS
SUBCUTANEOUS
LAYER

HYALURONIC ACID

Water binds to hyaluronic acid, keeping
the skin moist

Well structured
collagen network (6)

COLLAGEN LOSS IN AGING SKIN
Decreased

COLLAGEN LEVEL

Decreased

ELASTIN

EPIDERMIS
DERMIS
SUBCUTANEOUS
LAYER

Decreased

HYALURONIC ACID

Disorganised
collagen network (7)
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PRESENTATION
WHAT IS SILHOUETTE SOFT®?
Silhouette Soft® suture is made of Poly-L-Lactic Acid while its cones are made of Lactide/Glycolide (82% Lactide 18% Glycolide). These components are totally resorbable, biocompatible and biodegradable (10).

0.5 cm length for 8-cone suture
0.8 cm for 12 and 16-cone sutures

2 cm length

23G needle
12 cm

0.5 cm length for 8-cone suture
0.8 cm for 12 and 16-cone sutures

PRODUCT

SOFT 8
CONES

USP
DESIGNATION

SOFT 12
CONES

SOFT 16
CONES

3.0

LENGTH

30 cm

27.5 cm

26.8 cm

NUMBER OF
CONES

8

12

16

DIRECTION OF
THE CONES
SPACE BETWEEN
CONES

BIDIRECTIONAL
0,5 cm

The central section of the suture is
2 cm long. This section is delimited by
two knots and is free of cones.

0,8 cm

SUTURE MATERIAL

POLYLACTIC ACID

NEEDLE

2 NEEDLES (23G)
of 12 cm each
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On each suture, there are two series
of cones. Each series has the same
number of cones, which face in opposite
directions towards the extremity of each
suture, hence the term « bidirectional ».
The cones are separated by tied knots,
placed at 0.5 cm (SMS 22 or 8 cones) or
0.8 cm (for SMS 23 (12 cones), and SMS 25
(16 cones)) intervals from each other, free
floating between the knots.

These two knots are at an equal distance
from the middle of the suture.

THE TECHNOLOGY
POLYLACTIC ACID
Polylactic acid (PLA), the main component of Silhouette Soft® is a well-known polymer that has been used for many
years in a number of biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. It has a long history of use as resorbable suture, a
drug delivery system and in surgery - in particular in orthopaedic fixation devices such as pins, rods and screws(8).
It is also a key material in the development of tissue engineering(9). These applications have been approved for human use by
the US FDA. PLA is generally classified as a safe material(10).
Polylactic acid belongs to the group of aliphatic polyesters that share specific characteristics.
Polylactic acid is biocompatible and bioresorbable; its breakdown process has been extensively studied: it acts by
hydrolysing ester bonds, while its degradable components are resorbed through the metabolic pathways with the
production of lactic acid, which is a naturally occurring substance in the body.

THE TECHNOLOGY
CO2 + H2O

CH3
NON-ENZYMATIC
HYDROLYSIS

HC-OH

METABOLISM

Glucose

C=O
O-

Lactate

POLYLACTIC ACID POLYMER
ACID LACTIC
MONOMER
NON-ENZYMATIC
DEGRADATION

METABOLITE
VIAPRODUCT
HYDROLYSIS
IN CO2

GLUCOSE AND H2O

The physicochemical characteristics and properties of PLA have been reviewed by several authors, among
others(11)(12). PLA is generally well-tolerated and, given its synthetic nature, no allergy testing is necessary before
subject treatment; moreover its excellent safety record after correct implantation has been well-documented through
extensive clinical experience and those clinical studies performed, involved thousands of subjects (17).
Once the suture is applied subcutaneously, through the process of re-absorption, the components of Silhouette Soft® act
by stimulating the fibroblasts and the collagen production(13). This action which continues over time helps to increase the
volume and restores shapeliness to the face gradually and naturally.

COLLAGEN STIMULATION (13)
After implantation in humans and biopsies, a significant increase in collagen type-I has been observed. Increase in collagen
type-III ns has also been observed.
Baseline

3 months

6 months

Picro Sirius staining:
Large yellow fibers: Collagen I
Smaller green fibers: Collagen III
Goldberg D. Dermatol Surg 2013

LONG LASTING PROPERTIES OF POLYLACTIC ACID
Compared to other materials frequently used
in the production of sutures, polylactic acid
has a slower breakdown rate, consequently,
its benefits are longer lasting.

MATERIAL

DEGRADATION OBSERVED

POLYLACTIC ACID

NO DEGRADATION OBSERVED BEFORE 12 WEEKS

POLYDIOXANONE

50% MATERIAL DEGRADATION IN 8 WEEKS

L-LACTIDE- CAPROLACTONE

50% MATERIAL DEGRADATION IN 7 WEEKS

POLYGLYCOLIC ACID

50% MATERIAL DEGRADATION IN 2 WEEKS
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THE CONE TECHNOLOGY
Silhouette Soft® is the only reabsorbable suture with bidirectional resorbable cones.
The cone has a 360º surface to retighten and immediately provide excellent anchorage points in the subcutaneous tissue.
Collagen induction around the cones creates a solid support of the soft tissue, thus preventing risks of migration or extrusion.
The entire surface of the cones is smooth, so that patients do not experience any « prickling » sensation.
The cones provide a firm anchorage for the suture. While the cones are slowly break down, capsules form around them.
These capsules, which are not present with barbed sutures, provide improved fixation points for superficial adipose tissue (15).

Collagen production around the cone.
A micrograph (X40) of a histologic section showing a cross section
(half cut) of a cone and ingrowing new fibrotic tissue.

Micrograph of the suture and cone. Image of the suture (X 40) with
a knot in the center and one of the preserved polyglycolic cones
surrounded by a fine collagen capsule.

A

B

Biopsy of a patient after 6 months of suture placement.
A, Collagen production around and in the cone; B, collagen production around the knot (16).
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SILHOUETTE SOFT® DOUBLE ACTION

1 TREATMENT

2 ACTIONS
LIFTING ACTION

REGENERATING ACTION

A lifting action for instant yet
discreet results:

Secondary regenerating action for gradual and
natural results:

As soon as the treatment is carried out, the physician is able to
redefine the focused area by compressing the tissue and lifting the
skin thanks to the bidirectional cones.

By resorbing, the polylactic acid acts in the subcutaneous tissue
and stimulates fibroblasts activation and collagen production, thus
restoring shapeliness to the face.

1
5

2

4

6

STIMULATION OF
FIBROBLASTS
IN THE
SUBCUTANEOUS
TISSUE

FIBROBLASTS
PRODUCE
MORE
COLLAGEN

ANCHORAGE
VOLUME
GLOW
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1. Epidermis
2. Dermis
3. Subcutaneous tissue

4. Collagen fibers
5. Fibroblast
6. Silhouette Soft® suture

Tissue compression and skin traction for lifting effect.

SUTURE
DEGRADATION
ACTION

FIBROBLASTS
ACTIVATION

COLLAGEN
PRODUCTION

Fibroblasts activation and collagen production
for regenerating effect.

IS SILHOUETTE SOFT® SAFE?
Silhouette Soft® is made in the USA. It has been developed after 6 years of research in permanent suspension sutures with
cones used in plastic and reconstructive surgery.
With its unique cone technology, Silhouette Soft® sutures remain in place, preventing any risks of migration or extrusion.
Three years after the launch, the adverse-effect rate for Silhouette Soft® was recorded at 0.029% (Source: Internal Safety
Report). So far, more than 130.000 treatments have been performed in over 60 countries.
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SILHOUETTE SOFT® TECHNIQUE
THE PROCEDURE
OBJECTIVE
The procedure aims to obtain volume repositioning or skin tightening in any area where the bidirectional Silhouette Soft®
sutures are placed, through a process of elevation and compression of facial neck tissue.
Projection of the malar area will improve the mid face area in the case of loss of malar volume. Patient with sagging jaw line
will be given a firmer and more regular contour.
The procedure is performed on an outpatient basis and does not require any incision.

RESULTS
Redefined face, volume repositioned
Long-lasting results
Immediate correction
Painless procedure
Minimal downtime

BEFORE TREATMENT

IMMEDIATELY AFTER TREATMENT

VOLUME MAP

3D pictures in "clay mode" (Quantificare) showing a patient face before and immediately after Silhouette Soft® treatment.
The volume map is a fusion of the 3D before and after pictures showing the loss (blue) and gain (yellow) of volume in the
patient's face thanks to the Silhouette Soft® treatment.
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TREATED AREAS – RECOMMENDED TECHNIQUES
Preoperative marking aims to determine the position and the direction of the sutures on the areas to be treated.

ENTRY POINTS

EXIT POINTS

MID FACE AND OR JAW LINE
1

2

Straight patterns

Combined patterns: straight and angle

NECK
3

4

Rein technique for the neck: back view

Rein technique for the neck: side view

EYEBROW
5

L technique for eyebrow
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THE PATTERNS
The straight pattern will allow an increase and a repositioning of the restored volume in addition to the traction. This effect
is achieved by the compression of the adipose tissue.
The angle pattern will allow skin traction only.

STRAIGHT PATTERN
When using a straight pattern, the vertical path of the sutures does not have to follow a
precise direction. The position of the sutures may be more lateral or medial according to the
effect desired in the area. The number of sutures will depend on patient indications. A straight
pattern will improve the skin ptosis and facilitate skin compression or volume repositioning.

ANGLE PATTERN
The versatility of Silhouette Soft® Sutures allows an angle pattern to be made to improve
specific areas. For example, the jawline may be given more definition with an angle pattern at
the entry point. So we have a vertical proximal half suture and a horizontal distal half suture.

MINIMUM LENGTH BETWEEN THE ENTRY POINT
AND EACH EXIT POINTS FOR ALL PATTERNS
8 CONES SUTURE

6 cm

12 CONES SUTURE

9 cm

16 CONES SUTURE
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11 cm

SILHOUETTE SOFT® PROCEDURE
PRE-TREATMENT PROCESS
Patients are first given an interview, the procedure is explained and the patient is asked to sign the consent form.

PREPARE THE MATERIAL:
> 18G needle
> Marking pen
> Ruler
> Sterile suture scissor
> Sterile white coat
> Sterile gauzes
> Sterile gloves
> Bouffant cap

>
>
>
>
		
>
>

Antiseptic solution
Make-up remover
Silhouette Soft®
Lidocaine 1% with adrenaline
1:200.000, 20 cc per suture
Syringe and needle
Antibiotic cream

PREPARE THE PATIENT:
Determine the areas to be treated and vectors – Draw patterns with a ruler, respecting the 6, 9 and 11 cm Rules (see page
10). Choose the size of the sutures accordingly. Clean and disinfect the area to treat for the first time. Lay down the patient
and cover the chest with a sterile field. Cover hair with bouffant cap. Additionally place a sterile field over the bouffant cap.
The area to be treated must be clear of hair, make-up and piercings. Carry out a second, high-level disinfection of the area.

REMOVE MATERIAL FROM POUCHES:
The aluminum pouch (A) is not sterile.
The external part of the transparent pouch (B) is not sterile.
The white plastic pouch (C) is sterile.
A
NOT
STERILE

B
OUTSIDE
NOT STERILE
INSIDE
STERILE

C
STERILE

Twist the plastic clip to remove Silhouette Soft® from the pouch. Prepare the thread with slight traction to tighten
the knots. Do not overtighten with excessive pulling.

LOCAL ANAESTHESIA
Disinfect the area to be treated for the third time.
Local anaesthesia procedures are always the
same, regardless of the pattern applied: 0.5 cc
of Lidocaine 1% with adrenaline 1:200.000
injection in each entry and exit point of any
pattern. Administer local anaesthesia to the
entry and exit points.

- LIDOCAINE 1%
WITH ADRENALINE 1:200.000
- 0.5CC EACH POINT
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CREATING THE ENTRY POINT
Create the entry hole with an 18G needle.

INSERTION OF THE SUTURE
Silhouette Soft® sutures are inserted at a depth of 5 mm beneath the skin, in the subcutaneous tissue.
For Asian skin that is thicker, the suture should be inserted deeper in order to reach the subcutaneous.
The black line at the end of the needle tip indicates the limit of 5 mm.

SILHOUETTE SOFT® NEEDLE
EPIDERMIS
5 MM INDICATIVE LIMIT

DERMIS

SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
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INSERTION OF THE SUTURE
Insert the point of the first suture needle perpendicularly to
the skin through the entry point to a depth of 5mm into the
subcutaneous tissue (Fig. 1) until the black line disappears.
Then turn the needle horizontally and guide it through the
subcutaneous tissue. Depth may be adapted according to
patient indications.

1

Extract the needle through the first exit point.
Gently pull it and by way of traction, the first series of
cones will enter in the adipose tissue. When the last cone
is inserted (Fig. 2), stop the traction and start with
the insertion of the second half of the suture.

2

Introduce the needle located at the second end of the suture,
perpendicularly to the skin in the same entry hole, respecting the
depth of 5mm into the adipose tissue. Proceed in the direction
of the second exit point (Fig. 3).

3
Subcutaneous tissue

Prick the skin at the pre-established exit point (Fig. 4). Extract the needle, with a gentle pull so the second series of cones
are inserted in the tissue (Fig. 5). The entire suture has now been implanted (Fig. 6). Cut thread leaving the free ends long.
Repeat these actions with each suture, then on the other side.

4

5

Subcutaneous tissue

6
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COMPRESSION OF THE ADIPOSE TISSUE
This is the modelling phase applied to the treated area. With all the fingers of one hand, pinch the tissue, while applying
gentle pressure (Fig. 10).
At the same time, pull the exposed ends of the sutures
with the other hand, so that the cones connect
with the tissue to maintain the compression.
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Symmetry will be checked once the patient sits up.

TRIMMING THE EXPOSED SUTURES
Once adipose tissue compression has been completed, trim the free ends of the sutures at the exit points.
Use the tips of the scissors to gently pull back the skin in order to trim the suture at a deeper level.
Clean the treated area, apply antiseptic ointment.

POSTOPERATIVE CARE
Provide patients with the Post Treatment recommendations leaflet. After the treatment, a slight oedema or bruising may occur.
Sometimes, a slight depression or skin irregularity may appear at the entry points. These inconveniences disappear a few days
after treatment.
Post-treatment recommendations to your patient:

Apply cold packs immediately after the procedure if required (Cold packs should be wrapped to avoid direct 		
		 contact with skin and insertion point)
Take anaelgesia e.g. paracetamol in case of pain (2-3 days)
Sleep face up, elevated on pillows (3-5 nights)
Wash, shave and dry face gently without rubbing or massaging (5 days)
Refrain from applying make-up for as long as possible (minimum 24 hours)
Avoid over-exposure to direct sunlight and do not use tanning beds (2 weeks)
Avoid face and neck massages and facial aesthetic treatments (4 weeks)
Avoid sports, in particular high impact sports e.g. running (2 weeks)
Do not use saunas or hammams (3 weeks)
Avoid dental surgery (3 weeks)
Avoid excessive face and neck movements (2 weeks)
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BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER 1 MONTH

BEFORE

AFTER 1 MONTH

AFTER 1 MONTH
Courtesy of Dr Rosalba Russo and Dr Jean-Luc Cohen.

« THE RESORBABLE SUTURE WITH BIDIRECTIONAL CONES
THAT REDEFINES YOUR PATIENT’S FEATURES. »
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SILHOUETTE SOFT® BY YOUR SIDE
TRAINING
2-3 OCTOBRE 2015
Utilisation des fils résorbables
à cônes bidirectionnels en médecine esthétique

AVEC LIVE DEMO

WORLD
EXPERTSMEETING
BARCELONE2015
Directeur des cours : Dr Roberto Pizzamiglio
Modérateur : Dr Javier de Benito

Before performing the procedure for the
first time, physicians will receive a training
organised by Silhouette Soft® through:
Communications in the course of congresses
Hands-on sessions
Regional experts meeting

INFORMATION
www.silhouette-soft.com:
information for patients and physicians, 		
available in English, German, Italian, French,
Spanish and Portuguese.
share.silhouette-soft.com:
a platform dedicated to Silhouette Soft®
users, facilitating exchanges of experiences,
information, questions...
Members can download images, videos,
marketing material.
The site provides info on events
and press releases.
Facebook, Youtube, Google plus, Twitter:

Silhouette Soft® social networks are updated
with the latest Silhouette info.
World Experts Meeting:
Every year Silhouette Soft® organises
a user meeting presenting new features
and techniques, with international KOL.
Medical Advisory Board endorsement.
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WHY SILHOUETTE SOFT® MAKES SUCH A DIFFERENCE

FOR YOUR PATIENT

FOR YOU

Immediate natural lifting effects and progressive
restoration of lost collagen.

30-minute treatment under local anesthesia,
on an outpatient basis.

Tailor-made treatment, under local anesthesia.

Works as a stand-alone treatment or in conjunction
with other aesthetic treatments.

Less than 30-minute procedure.
Repositioning and volume restoration.
Minimal downtime.
Long lasting effect.

Silhouette Soft® is made in the USA.
It has been developed after 6 years of experience in
suspension sutures with cones used in reconstructive
surgery.

Complementary to other aesthetic treatments.

Silhouette Soft® is EC approved for the European market under CE 0499.
Silhouette Soft® complies with the requirements of international standards ISO 13485.
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SINCLAIR is a pharmaceutical company with a renowned strong skin expertise:
• Provides best in class treatments in aesthetics to further support physicians in
their practice thanks to unique treatments to answer all patient needs at all

SINCLAIR IS A RENOWNED PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANY WITH EXPERTISE IN SKIN TREATMENTS

ages through minimally invasive procedures.

• Is dedicated to offering safe and effective solutions to achieve optimal results
SINCLAIR
a pharmaceutical
company renowned for its skin-care expertise:
withis limited
downtime.
Providingtreatments
best in class beauty
treatments to
further support
their tasks with unique
• SINCLAIR
respect
skin's
own physicians
naturalinprocesses
and
		 treatments to answer patient needs at all ages, through minimally invasive procedures.

contribute to

maintain
the skin in good condition and to rejuvenate the face at all ages.
Dedicated to offering safe and effective solutions to achieve optimal results with limited downtime.
SINCLAIR treatments respect the skin's own natural processes and contribute to keeping
the skin in optimum condition, while offering facial rejuvenation at any age.

SINCLAIR COMMITMENT

SINCLAIR COMMITMENT

Unique products

Unique products
portfolio
onon
portfoliobased
based
physician
and
physician
and
patientneeds
needs
patient

High quality training

High quality training
program based
based on
program
on
physician
physician practice
practice
and
expectations
and expectations

Create
addedvalue
value
Create
added
in your
dailypractice
practice
in your
daily
Optimize
aesthetics
Optimize
aesthetics
outcome
increase
outcome
totoincrease
your
patients
your
patients
satisfaction
satisfaction
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